It was recently shown that the BCS formalism leads to several solutions for the energy gap and the equilibrium quasiparticle distribution, with a phase transition temperature which depends on the position of the chemical potential within the attraction band (the attraction band AB is defined as the single-particle energy interval in which the pairing interaction is manifested). Moreover, in some cases, the phase transition may be of the first, not of the second order. Here I will find two sets of solutions for any temperature below the phase transition temperature. I will also show that, when the AB is symmetric with respect to the chemical potential (the textbook BCS problem) there are still two solutions, with different energy gaps: one solution is the typical (textbook) BCS solution, whereas the other one has a smaller energy gap and non-zero quasiparticle populations down to zero temperature. At zero temperature, the energy gap corresponding to the second solution is one third of the typical BCS solution.
INTRODUCTION
The achievement of room temperature superconductivity is one of the major goals of science, with vast technological implications. The progress in this direction has been slow for many decades, from the discovery of superconductivity, in 1911 [1] [2] [3] , until the discovery of superconductivity in cuprates, in 1986 [4] . The discovery of Bednorz and Müller [4] marked the beginning of the high temperature (or high-T c ) superconductivity, with the critical temperature T c rising fast, from approximately 30 K (at that time, this was believed to be the highest possible transition temperature achievable by BCS superconductors) to 133 K, in 1993, in the HgBa-Ca-Cu-O compound [5] . One year later, maximum critical temperature T c ≈ 164 K was eventually achieved in cuprates, also in Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-O compounds, but under high pressure (up to 45 GPa) [6] .
The discovery of superconductivity in iron-based materials (so called iron-superconductors) [7] and the observation that they may have high critical temperatures [8, 9] produced a new wave of high interest in room temperature superconductivity. Eventually, the highest critical temperatures obtained with iron-based superconductors was above 100 K [10] [11] [12] [13] , but that happened in ultra-thin films and is still far from reaching the room temperature superconductivity goal.
Beside changing the chemical composition and applying pressure, the superconducting properties of materials can be altered by applying external electromagnetic waves [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , but the results are far from breaking the previously established records (mentioned above).
The progress in unconventional superconductivity (i.e. superconductivity in cuprates and iron-based materials) is hampered by the fact that the microscopic mechanisms responsible for it are not yet known, which makes theoretical predictions very difficult. Without consistent theoretical guidance, the search for the optimal materials and experimental conditions is hard. From this point of view, the situation for conventional superconductors (also called metallic or BCS superconductors) is much better. Old theoretical predictions by made N. W. Ashcroft suggest that high temperature superconductivity may be achieved in metallic hydrogen [19] or in hydrogen dominant metallic alloys [20] . These predictions have been put to test and in a relatively short interval of time considerable progress has been made (both, theoretically and experimentally) [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , reaching the record critical temperature of 250 K in lanthanum hydride under high pressure [29] . Furthermore, very recently, metallic hydrogen has eventually been obtained [30] , which increases hopes that room temperature superconductivity will soon be realized.
The BCS theory is at the heart of this tremendous recent progress, but this theory has also been successfully applied to other fields of physics, like nuclear physics [31] , astrophysics [19, 32, 33] , etc. Considering the extreme conditions in which some of these systems exist, not only the stable equilibrium configurations predicted by BCS should be considered, but also the metastable ones and, as it has been recently shown, its basic system of equations do not have unique solutions for the energy gap and quasiparticle populations [34, 35] . In Ref. [34] it was shown, for example, that when the attraction band (AB) is asymmetric with respect to the chemical potential (the AB is the single-particle energy interval in which the pairing interaction is manifested), some solutions are different from the standard BCS solutions, with different energy gaps and asymmetric quasiparticle populations (the asymmetry persists even at zero temperature). The phase transition temperatures of the new solutions decrease with the asymmetry of the AB. Furthermore, if the chemical potential is fixed and charging effects are not taken into account (i.e., the grandcanonical ensemble is used) the phase transition is accompanied by a change in the total number of particles in the system.
The results of Ref. [34] were analyzed in more detail at zero temperature in Ref. [35] and it was observed that the new method leads to two families of results -that is, for each asymmetry parameter there are two solutions for the gap equation and, consequently, for the quasiparticle populations. Nevertheless, if the conservation of the number of particles is imposed, only one of the solutions remains.
Various levels of asymmetries of the AB in a superconductor may occur not only because of the electronic band structure or the microscopic interactions, but may also be induced by external electromagnetic waves, as has been shown for example in Ref. [18] . So, a consistent analysis of the BCS formalism require the study of metastable states in the presence of asymmetric ABs. For this reason, in this paper I show that both solutions found in Ref. [35] survive at finite temperatures. I analyze the variation of the energy gap with the temperature and the asymmetry parameter and I find the critical temperature. Most interesting, I show that the two solutions survive at finite temperatures even in the limit of symmetric AB. In other words, the standard BCS formalism, with symmetric AB, admits not only the standard, textbook solution [36, 37] , but also a second solution.
METHODS
We start from the BCS Hamiltonian [34, 36] ,
where we denoted by c † k,s and c k,s the creation and annihilation operators on the free-particle state |k, s , respectively; k and s are some quantum numbers, for example wavevector and spin projection (↑, ↓), respectively. The energy of the free-particle state is (0) k , whereaŝ n ks ≡ c † k,s c k,s is the occupation number operator. For the convenience of the calculations one usually assumes that the pairing potential V kl ≡ V is constant and different from zero if and only if
ks c ks is the total particle number operator) may be diagonalized by the Bogoliubov-Valatin transformations [38, 39] to obtain (2) where 
In these notations, the energy gap is obtained by solving self-consistently the equation [34, 36] ,
and the quasiparticle populations are given by [34] 
wherẽ
is a correction to the quasiparticle energy and µ R is the chemical potential. Solving self-consistently the set of Eqs. (4), one obtains the energy gap and the quasiparticle populations, as exemplified in [34, 35] . If we work in the quasi-continuous limit, assuming a constant density of states (DOS) along the single-particle axis (0) , namely σ(
k ) = σ 0 , the set (4) simplifies considerably and becomes [34, 35] 
where we took into account that in equilibrium n ξ0 = n ξ1 ≡ n ξ for any ξ. Equation (5a) taken separately, with n ξ = 0, gives the standard BCS result for the energy gap at zero temperature, ∆ 0 ≈ 2hω c exp[−1/(σ 0 V )] (in the weak coupling limit [36] ). If we set F ≡ 0 and µ = µ R , the set (5) has only one solution, strictly decreasing and of class C 2 with respect to the temperature [40, 41] .
RESULTS
As mentioned above, the Eqs. (5) admit two sets of solutions ∆ 1,2 (µ R − µ, T ), depicted in Fig. 1 , corresponding to two functions F 1,2 (µ R − µ, T ). In Figs. 1(a) and (b) are presented the same functions, viewed from different perspectives. The solutions with higher values, say ∆ 1 (µ R − µ, T ), were obtained also in Ref. [34] , whereas the limits lim T =0 ∆ 1,2 (µ R −µ, T ) were found in [35] . The solution ∆ 1 (µ R − µ = 0, T ) is the standard BCS solution (symmetric AB), with ∆ 1 (µ R − µ = 0, T = 0) ≡ ∆ 0 , whereas ∆ 2 (µ R −µ = 0, T = 0) ≡ ∆ 0 /3 [35] . In Fig. 1(b) we may observe that the energy gap for both solutions vanish at the phase transition temperature T ph (µ R − µ), where the standard BCS critical temperature is T c ≡ T ph (µ R − µ = 0).
In Fig. 2 we plot the total number of particles in the system (minus the number of single-particle states up to (0) = µ) N 1,2 (µ R − µ, T ) − N µ , corresponding to the two solutions of Eqs. (5) . If the density of states is constant, below the phase transition temperature T ph (µ R − µ) we have [34] 
whereas above T ph (µ R − µ) we have
From Eqs. (6) we observe that at phase transition N 1,2 (µ R − µ, T ph ) − N µ has a jump, if µ R = µ. This can be observed in Fig. 2(a) as a vertical surface behind the part of the plot which corresponds to T ≤ T ph . The total number of particles in the system for the two solutions of Eqs. 5. The same picture is presented from two different angles, to emphasize both the variation of the number of particles and the phase transition temperature. At the phase transitrion N1,2(µR − µ, T ≥ Tc) − Nµ has a jump, which can be seen in (a). The jump was partly removed in (b) because it was masking some parts of the plot.
DISCUSSION
Eventually the most interesting aspect that we can observe is that Eqs. (5) have two solutions even in the limit µ R → µ and these solutions correspond to well defined physical quantities, as we can see in Figs. 1 and 2 . Apparently, this is in contradiction with the fact that, when µ R − µ → 0, the term (µ R − µ)(ξ − F ) from the expression (5c) of n ξ should vanish. But this is not the case, because, as we shall see, F 2 (5b) diverges in this limit. If we introduce the notations
and
we observe from Eq. (5c) that 
If we denote the numerator and the denominator of F (5b) by
and(9a)
we further observe that, if M (0) i (T ) is different from zero (where i = 1 or 2), then the condition lim µ R →µ |F i (µ R − µ, T )| = ∞ must be satisfied, which implies lim µ R →µ F d i (µ R − µ, T ) = 0. But we also notice that lim µ R →µ F n i (µ R − µ, T ) = 0 as well, due to the symmetry of n ξ in ξ, in the limit µ R → µ (Eq. 8). Nevertheless, the limit M (0) i (T ) must remain different from zero for any T < T c .
In Fig. 3(a) we plot M 1,2 (µ R − µ, T ). We observe that lim µ R →µ M 1 (µ R − µ, T ) = 0 and this case corresponds to the standard BCS theory. In this situation, Eqs, (5) become the standard BCS equations for the energy gap and populations. In Fig. 1(a) we can see the solution for the energy gap, ∆ 1 , for µ R − µ = 0.
From the second function plotted in Fig. 3(a) , namely M 2 (µ R − µ, T ), we see that M (0) 2 (T ) is different from zero for any T < T c (Fig. 3b) . Using the results of Ref. [35] we can readily calculate M The curve M (0) 2 (T ) may be either calculated as the limit of M 2 (µ R − µ, T ), as µ R converges to µ (as it was done in Fig. 3b) or by solving the self-consistent set formed by the Eqs (5a), (8) , and F d 2 (0, T ) = 0 (from Eq. 9b). At zero temperature, the last equation leads to the total occupation of the quasiparticle states in the inter-
] (see Ref. [35] ). Furthermore, the situation is symmetric with respect to µ, since for µ R − µ ≤ 0, F ≥ 0, and the quasiparticle levels populations are mirrored with respect to µ (that is n ξ becomes n −ξ ) [34] .
From the point of view of the partition function, the existence of the second solution is quite easy to understand as well. The partition function and the condition of equilibrium are [34] 
respectively (again, i = 0, 1) -without knowing of the second solution, presented here and in Ref. [35] , in Ref. [34] it was stated that when µ R = µ, the standard BCS theory is restored, which is only partially true, as we have seen above. If F diverges when µ R → µ, in such a way that M (given by Eqs. 7) converges to a non-zero value, then indeed, the quasiparticle population used above (Eqs. 5c and 8) maximize the partition function, according to Eq. (11), and therefore represent equilibrium distributions. We may also notice that the divergence of F is due to the divergence of the derivative of the energy gap with respect to the population of any quasiparticle level [34] 
(in Eq. 12 I intentionally left both, n ξ0 and n ξ1 , since this equation does not refer only to the equilibrium distribution, where ξ0 = n ξ1 ). In other words, for the second (the non-standard) solution, when µ R − µ → 0, the sensitivity of the energy gap ∆ with respect to the population variation (that is, ∂∆/∂n ξi ) diverges. This divergence is manifested in both, the variation of the total particle number and of the total energy of the system and leads to a finite contribution to the equilibrium quasiparticle populations.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, in this paper I analysed the solutions of the energy gap equation in the BCS formalism by diagonalizing the model HamiltonianĤ − µN , where µ is the center of the attraction band (AB) and may be different from the chemical potential µ R . The solutions are symmetric with respect to the change of sign µ R − µ → −(µ R − µ) [34] , so I made the calculations only the case µ R − µ ≥ 0. Therefore, if |µ R − µ| < 2∆ 0 (where ∆ 0 is the energy gap in the standard BCS theory, at zero temperature), the superconducting phase is formed below a phase transition temperature T ph (µ R −µ) which decreases with |µ R − µ|, reaching T ph (µ R − µ = ±2∆ 0 ) = 0. For each value of the difference |µ R − µ| < 2∆ 0 and for temperatures below T ph (µ R − µ) there are two solutions for the energy gap, ∆ 1 (µ R − µ, T ) and ∆ 2 (µ R − µ, T ), corresponding to two distinct quasiparticle distributions. Both solutions have the same phase transition temperature (as it is implied by the notation T ph above). Eventually the most interesting result is that event at µ R = µ -which is the standard and the most simple BCS casethere are still two solutions for the energy gap and two particle distributions that satisfy the equilibrium condition -which is the maximization of the partition function. One of these solutions is the standard one, with the energy gap, ∆ 1 (µ R − µ = 0, T ), where ∆ 1 (µ R − µ = 0, T = 0) = ∆ 0 . The second solution has a smaller energy gap, ∆ 2 (µ R − µ = 0, T ) < ∆ 1 (µ R − µ = 0, T ) (for any T < T ph (µ R − µ = 0)) and the phase transition temperature is the critical temperature of the BCS theory, i.e. 
